Take a close look - the center of this giant log cabin quilt is actually pre-printed fabric! *(It just looks quilted!)* Fabulous in trendy gray and yellow.

Uses Contempo’s *Cosmopolitan* collection by Michele D’Amore.

**FINISHED SIZE:** 52” x 66”.

THE QUILT SHOWN IS A DIGITAL REPRESENTATION. ACTUAL FABRIC REPEATS WILL VARY FROM DESIGN SHOWN.
1. The center is fussy cut, and extra fabric has been allowed. The borders are cut from Width of Fabric (WOF) strips. Refer to cutting chart. Since some of your borders are longer than WOF, the strips need to be sewn together on the short side, and then cut for the length you need. Those fabrics are indicated by an asterisk * in the cutting chart. Please refer to photo and diagram for fabric placement.

2. Refer to the diagram and photograph. “Yellow Sky” is constructed like a Court House Step block—borders added around a center. The fabric and strip size needed are shown in the diagram. Begin by adding C borders to left and right sides of center. Then, add C borders to top and bottom. Repeat this sequence (left-right-top-bottom) for remaining borders, checking diagram and photo for correct fabric choice. There are a total of five borders.

FINISHING Cut batting and backing 3” larger than top on all sides. Layer backing, batting and top together and baste or pin. When quilting is completed, trim excess batting and backing. Bind as usual.

FINISHED SIZE: 52” X 66”

**Note:** If this Benartex pattern is included in a kit, any questions about the kit should be addressed to the vendor from whom you bought it.

---

**Diagram**: [Diagram of the quilt with dimensions and fabric placement]

---

* SEW STRIPS VIA SHORT ENDS THEN TRIM TO LISTED LENGTH
** THE CENTER IS FUSSY CUT, AND EXTRA FABRIC HAS BEEN ALLOWED.
WOF/LOF=WIDTH/LENGTH OF FABRIC